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INDIA - NUCLEAR POWER FOR GHG MITIGATION
AND SUSTAINABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

A.K. Nema'\ B.K. Pathak*? and R.B. Grovel

Introduction: The increasing use of the earth's resources to improve our quality of life has
led to certain deleterious effects on the environment. The increased concentration of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) is one such important effect. GHG emissions have come
primarily from industrialized countries. Currently industrialized countries emit 11.410 tonnes
of carbon per year per capita. For India the corresponding figure is 1.0", and for China it
is 2.712. We recognize the necessity of both meeting the development needs of all the
countries in the South, and ensuring that such development is sustainable. The CDM may
have an important role to play, although the positions of a number of countries, including
India, with respect to the CDM appear to be still evolving. In any event, nuclear energy
should be an important energy option under the CDM, if and when the CDM is ready to
be implemented. The present study is an attempt to understand the implications of
setting up a nuclear power plant (NPP) in India as a CDM prcject.

Future Electricity Demand and Baseline Capacity Mix: Table 4 presents India's prospective
electricity expansion plans through 2012. The country's total installed capacity in 1997
(excluding Andman, Nicobar and Lakshadweep islands] was 84.5 GW(e), excluding
900 MW(e) from wind power. The prcjected energy requirements in Table 4 also exclude
Andman, Nicobar and Lakshadweep Islands.

Table 4. Electricity Expansion Plan for India, instal/ed Capacity, in MW|e)

Year 1997 2002 2007 2012

Hydro13

Thermal14

Nuclear15

Total installed capacity

Total energy
requirement16 in TW-h

21,658
60,977

1,840
84,475

395

31,474
91,384
2,720

125,578

570

52,534
119,974
3,720

176,228

782

75,534
150,974

7,600
234,108

1,058

^ Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd., Department of Atomic Energy, Mutnbai 400094, IndM
*' Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Department of Atomic Energy, Mumbai 400085, India.
f Technical Advisor to Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, Anushakti Bhavan, Mumbai 400001, India.
10 Human Development Report ic;98, UNDP, p202.
" Human Development Report 1998, UNDP, pl8l.
12 Human Development Report 1998, UNDP, ppl80.
13 As per Central Electricity Authority's report on Generating Capacity Planning Studies-1998.
14 Ibid
15 As per tentative plan of Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd.
16 1996-97 generation figure is for public utilities taken from CEA Annual report-1998-99 issue. The other figures are

demandprcjections as per 15th Electric Power Survey report.
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India's planning is done in terms of five-year blocks. The current five-year plan (April 1997
-~March2002} is the ninth such plan/and is referred to hereafter simply as the "9th Plan".
Nuclear capacity additions included in the 9th Plan, and in Table 4 through 2007, repre-
sent firm commitments. They are planned for locations that are significantly far away
from coal pit-heads where nuclear power is an economical option, a point we return to
later. In addition, the targets in Table 4 could be revised to increase the share of nuclear
in the event that appropriate technologies and funding mechanisms become available,
including subsidies under CDM.

Energy Resources and the Rationale for Nuclear Power. All forms of energy have their
merits and their constraints. India has reasonable coal reserves — more than 200 billion
tonnes, of which about 75 billion tonnes are considered mineable reserves. Coal based
power stations will therefore continue to play a major role in the energy system for
many years to come. However, the difficulty of transporting large quantities of coal
across the country and the environmental problems associated with ash disposal and
emissions of both greenhouse gases and acid gases are likely to impose future additional
constraints on coal use, beyond concerns about resource depletion. The "Fuel Map of
India", published by the Central Electricity Authority in August 1998 recognizes that fuel
handling and transportation facilities will have to be expanded to optimize the use of
indigenous resources. The report further concludes that indigenous production will not
be sufficient to meet projected requirements, and 14-15 million tonnes of coal may have
to be imported during the 9th Plan. Estimates of how long India's coal deposits will last
differ, depending on the patterns of usage and postulated growth rates that are
assumed, but it appears unlikely that the country's coal resources will be sufficient even
for this century.

Oil is mainly used in the transport, industrial and domestic sectors. Oil and natural gas
can only be considered as short-term supplements as India is not endowed with ade-
quate resources, and any substantial long-term oil and gas use will have to be based on
imports. India's hydropower potential should be exploited to the maximum extent possible,
taking into account potential population displacements and ecological impacts.
Renewables like solar, wind, and the sustainable use of biomass will all play useful roles,
although all of these need further technological development before they can be
deployed on a commercial scale. Nuclear energy has significant potential and in the long
run, the rapid depletion of India's fossil resources makes the country's nuclear fuel
resources (natural uranium plus large thorium reserves) an important future energy
source. In the short term, nuclear power already enjoys a locational advantage in regions
that are far from India's coal-bearing areas.

Economics of Nuclear Power: The comparative economics of nuclear power plants
depend on local conditions, discount rates and the cost of other fuels like coal and gas.
Wherever fossil fuels are available at reasonable prices, thermal power plants are obvious
options for consideration. The issues to be addressed in a comparative techno-economic
analysis include the location of coal mines relative to load centres, coal transportation,
the availability of railroads for transportation, the sulphur and ash content of the fuel
and associated environmental impacts. Among the alternatives that should be considered,
hydropower provides iow-cost electricity generation associated with large capacities, but
the sites available for new large projects are limited and the social costs of submerging
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large areas are very high. In ̂ eM^^W^^mimkgas^gas prices^vyhich consuittyt&a size-
able fraction of the electricity cost for gas-fked plants, are subject to fluctuationsdue to
market forces. The cost of electricity: generated from gas-fired plants can therefore vary
substantially depending on market:conditions. ; -V :•

An internal study done by the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd. (IMPCIL), "Long-
Term Cost Effectiveness of Nuclear Energy — 1998"17, indicates that the competitiveness
of nuclear power relative to coal-fired power varies depending on how far away the
coaf-fired plant is from the mine that supplies its coal. If the coal-fired plant can be located
close enough to the pit-head, it will be cheaper than nuclear power. But if, in order to be
close to the load centre it serves, the coal-fired plant were more than about 1200 km
away from the coal pit-head, then nuclear power is competitive. There are several
regions in the country where such distances exist between prospective power plant sites
and the mines that would supply coal, should a coal-fired plant be chosen. As shown in
Table 5, for sites 1200 km from the pit-head, the "Cost-effectiveness update-2000"iS of
the above study estimates unit energy costs for nuclear and coal-fired power at
49.07 mills/kWh and 50.7 mills/kW-h respectively at a 5% discount rate (assuming con-
stant prices). Given that inflation in India is currently about 6% and that the prevailing
interest rate is about 12%, the 5% discount rate is appropriate. For a coal-fired plant located
at the pit-head, the unit energy cost is only 31.16 milfs/kWh, also shown in Table 5.
In addition to the discount rate, many other factors influence the cost of electricity.
A sensitivity analysis indicates that the levelised cost is most sensitive to the capacity
factor in the case of nuclear power, and to fuel prices in the case of thermal power.
Higher capacity factors and higher coal prices would improve the competitiveness of
nuclear power.

Baseline Project — Coal: For India the baseline project against which nuclear power
should be compared depends on the location of the proposed power plant. Thus the top
part of Table 5 compares the technical data for a nuclear power plant against two alter-
native baselines. First is a coal-fired plant 1200 km away from the pit-head to represent
cases where the load centre location requires siting a power plant at least that far from
coal mines. Second is a coal-fired plant located at the pit-head to represent cases where
the load centre is relatively close to coal mines. As can be seen from Table 5, if a power
plant must be at least 1200 km from a pit-head, given the location of the demand center
it is meant to serve, nuclear power is economically competitive. But if the coal-fired project
can be located near the pit-head, its generation costs drop below those of the nuclear
plant. In this case the coal-fired plant becomes the lowest-cost option, and thus the base-
line project for CDM purposes against which to compare nuclear power.

Additionally: Additional nuclear capacity is currently foreseen in India's energy devel-
opment plans because power plant expansion sites exist that are sufficiently far from
coal mines to make nuclear power competitive. However, there are also sites closer to
coal mines, and in these cases nuclear power plants are economically uncompetitive and
would not be built in the absence of CDM. Thus in these cases nuclear power meets the
CDM criterion of financial additionally. As shown in the bottom half of Table 5, replacing

17 AX Nema, "Nuclear Generation Cost in India", Nu-Power, Voi.B, No.!/!999/.
18 A.K. Nema, Unpublished Internal Report.
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a coa|*f(#i plant with\;:i: nuclear gla^t,^^ by 1.87 million tonnes of
%caipQti\\0j§iZ] each year, thus alsJ§pf^Shgltr|| cMpifp} of environmental additionality.
f He total ^mission offset over "the llfftimefot^fjll^iljclear power plant is 56 MtC. As
shp%/n in the table, the mitigation cosfeSased ^n;:[fey|Iised generating cost differences,
are 57 USS/tC based on a baseline coal-fired plant:1oc|ted at the pit-head. As one con-
siders sites that are progressively further away from the pit-head, the mitigation costs
of nuclear power relative to a coal-fired baseline project decline.

Concluding Remarks; Substantial environmental damage has already been caused by the
profligate use of energy by the industrialized countries. In the effort to limit further dam-
age most cost-effectively, it is possible to calculate mitigation costs associated with clean
technologies using a mutually agreed framework along the lines of that above. But it
must be remembered that any benefits in the form of mitigation cost payments to devel-
oping countries that did not cause the damage in the first place, would amount to only
token payrnents falling far short of any plausible level of just compensation.

In that context, any assessment of possible CDM options for India must recognize that
iiWhile coal-based power plants will continue to play a major role in India for many years
to croftie, research, development and demonstration (RD&DJ is needed to solve environ-
mental problems related to the disposal of ash and emissions of greenhouse gases and
acid gases. RD&D is also needed to increase the share of non-conventional sources like

:!solar; biomass and wind in the energy mix. Nuclear power is of importance to India
because it has a large, well-qualified and potentially unlimited resource base (based on
a'Closed fuel cycle approach), does not emit GHGs, and, depending on location, has
potentially favourable economics versus coal. In the long term, if we are to preserve the
environment, it will be necessary to tap this source to the maximum extent feasible.
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Table 5. — iriiia

Characteristics

Technical
Pfant lifetime
Net capacity
Load factor"
Net efficiency
Sulfur abatement (SO2)
Nitrogen oxide abatement lNOx)
Particulate abatement

Economics
Investment costs2'
Interest during construction
Total capital investment3'
Localization rate
Real discount rate
Fix O&M costs
Variable O&M
Fuel purchase costs4'
Total leveiized generating costs

Emissions & Wastes
Ashs'
Sludge from abatement
Intermediate level rad. waste6'
High level radioactive waste
Heavy metals
Particulates
Sulfur dioxide SO2

Nitrogen oxides NOX

Carbon dioxide CO2

Total GHG emissions
GHG abated
Total GHG emissions
Total annual GHG reductions

.mm. :;:j:*i J Coal
uriitSiSi'i. .I"' "' ; ,
iir/J :H>;" from

- : 1 | 1 : L i . j i j i ;

^lyear

% (LHV)
% :
% : • :

%

USS/kW(e)
USS/k\X/(ej
Million US S
%
%
USS/kW(e).yr
USS/MW-h

s/GJ-.-;. :
mills/kWh / ,:il- ,,.

• • : ' : • ' : • " • ' • ' • '

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/l<Wh
g/kWh
g/kW-h
g/kWh
g/kWh : :;,
g C /kWh eq:wiv.':%..
g C / k W h e q u i v ; : , : "

•:i::IVIt:C./-yfear:;:a.i:-;--:ii::';i-
:::V Mt r'̂ Hii/earH::'11:::::::::'1''::

1200 km
pit head

30
1,000

68.5
30

99.5

1,107
134

1,241
-100

5
27.7

0.00,
2;4i ":'::"

50.70

n.a
n.a.

n.a.
0.99
7.8
3.35

3!2
312

0
!. 1.87

Coal
at pit head

30
1,000

68.5
30

99.5

1,107
134

1,241

~mo
5

27.7

•':• : o . o o

0.94
31.17

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
0.99
7.8
3.35 '}

312
312
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:::::: • • • ' ' h ] \ : ' 0 . 0 0 :';'

CDM Nuclear
at pit fie^d.
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1,000
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—
-
—

1577
352::,.,..
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93.5 :
0.00
f\ d~7 •'•'

49.07
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0.032':
0.003.6
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Mitigation costs based on leveiized gen^ating co^is
Incrementa/ generating costs i :;:mills/kWM 7f;
Mitigation costs (generation) •: USS/t,GiJ'h ,,0] \>-\
Mitigation costs (generation) :

Mitigation costs based on leveHzed capital costs y
Incremental capital costs i :. ^iif|o:ri:;USi:S-^
Mitigation costs (capital) •• USS^t.C^r\:
Mitigation costs (capital) ':'•• USS/t : :<TD2 i : -

§
57.3
15.6

687
23.9

6.5

11 Does not account for decrease of ayailability^urincj. the period of plant refurbishment.
21 Including discounted cost of refurbishment, forking capital arid its pay back at the end of plant life.
31 Total plant capital investment including'interest• during'construction.
41 Based on gross generation. ", -'"••[• :::: :::!:': "I;: ": ;::: ^ :;
51 While exact data are not available, Indian coa\^ay^yery:'high[ash content...
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